Collaborative Research Phase
Week 3 and 4

Tour | San Mateo County

Reports from the Field
Collaborative Research Phase
Week 3// October 16th
Locations// South San Francisco, Burlingame, Menlo Park, San Mateo, Cooley Landing.

Tour // San Mateo county
SAN BRUNO / COLMA CREEK TOUR
In the morning we all gathered at Oyster Point, where San Mateo County officials gave us an introduction to the
tremendous exposure to vulnerabilities that are present in San Mateo. We visited the South San Francisco Water
Quality control plant, and observed the area from a high point directly adjacent to SFO. Standing at the confluence of
San Bruno creek and Colma Creek directly adjacent to industry, we learned of opportunities for subsurface
detention. A lot of work has been put into hard armoring strategies to protect SFO, because of the risk of placing
wetland habitats in close proximity to planes.

BAIR ISLAND
After lunch, we had short walking tour of Bair Island with Ivette Loredo a wildlife Refuge Specialist, and Ahmad Haya
a senior civil engineer with Redwood City. It was great to see an example indicative of what the middle of the San
Francisco Bay shoreline once was. This tour revealed that there is restoration potential underway, and the inner Bair
island restoration has proven to be successful so far, with a whole new swath of vegetative growth just since 2016.

BEDWELL BAYFRONT PARK
The former landfill site is a well adored and utilized park for San Mateo County residents. Joined by Kristen Keith the
Mayor of Menlo Park, they are working to receive public input surrounding resiliency measures. Standing at the high
point of the park and overlooking the marshes, San Francisquito tributary, and urban system, we learned about the
SAFER Bay project from Len Materman and the critical partnerships working to improve how these ecosystems can
adapt.

A RESILIENT EAST PALO ALTO
It was great to see and hear from East Palo Alto residents and community members about the challenges they face
due to chronic flooding every year. YUCA and Acterra community groups are working hard to engage with residents
to work towards community based resiliency. “Resiliency is in our DNA” – Tameeka Bennett

Tour // San Mateo county

Scenes from the Day
Bair Island Restoration

“ These time periods historically speaking
are not that long, the bay will look very
different in 2100”
- DAVID PINE // San Mateo Board of Supervisors

“How do we design a community based
process?”
- Jasneet Sharma // Climate Resiliency Specialist,
County of San Mateo

Walking towards Cooley Landing

Tour // San Mateo county

Key Takeaways
The Ravenswood Salt Pond restoration in addition to the Bair Island restoration
projects are critical in re-connecting important ecological corridors in San Mateo,
as well as providing places for these community's to engage with the shoreline
and the Bay.
The groundwater intrusion challenges that are prevalent in East Palo alto and
other parts of San Mateo county are at the forefront of cities minds even before
Sea Level Rise adaptations. Kamal Fallaha, Public Works Director of East Palo
Alto noted that “Draining the city from within is the biggest challenge for us.”
The margin between the booming tech industry and the populations that are being
pushed to vulnerable land at the edge of the bay is stark. Social resiliency issues
are prominent, and important to address as a way to preserve diversity and
culture. The value of working together and importance of partnerships came up a
lot on this tour.

Tour: Alameda County, October 17

Reports from the Field
P+SET

Collaborative Research Phase
Week 3 / October 17
Northern Eden Landing Ecological Reserve,
Hayward Shoreline Interpretive Center, and Oro Loma Levee

Tour: Alameda County, October 17
Summary

NORTHERN EDEN LANDING ECOLOGICAL PRESERVE
In 2003 Senator Diane Feinstein brokered a deal with Cargill to acquire 15,000 acres of former salt ponds – the size of Manhattan – to restore intertidalwetlands for wildlife habitat. These complex estuarine ecosystems connect to the Bay Area Trail (BAT) and Water Trail Network for passive and active
recreation and commuting. Lee Kou from BAT worried about the systems in regard to sea level rise.
The restoration has taken massive collaboration and community support. Evelyn Cormier told RbD teams members about decades of struggle to protect
and champion marshes. She’s part of Citizens Committee to Complete the Refuge and helped derail for-profit development onsite.
Peggy Olofson battles invasive Spartina alterniflora cordgrasses. This hybrid over takes native S. foliosa, smothering all other saline species providing
little habitat for endangered ridgeway’s rail (Rallus obsoletus) and salt marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris), said Olofson. Peter Bay and
Mark Taylor offered that hybrid Spartina actually provides more habitat to the rail – at lease over the shore term. Olofson of the Invasive Spartina Project
took on hybrid Spartina eradication to encourage diverse healthy ecosystems. Herbicides have been successful in reducing populations of the weed.
Mechanical means would not work at massive restoration scales, she insisted. Lively discussions ensued about this native/invasive species standoff.
Using chemical herbicides to kill species seems to work against rather than with nature. Desired ecological functions and how these are or aren’t being
met should be considered for the organism or ecology in question. Are there environmental benefits this immigrant provides? And are there other
nonchemical means to manage its impacts?
John Bourgeois, South Bay Salt Pond Restoration, emphasized the importance of providing upland high-tide habitat cover for birds and mice.
Otherwise, “The herons just cruise the waters like a lunch buffet.”
Though the wetland restoration overall has been successful, the team did make compromises. Some species like salt ponds. Endangered snowy plovers
(Charadrius nivosus) thrive in the shallow briny edges . To mitigate the loss of narrow bands they engineered “novel ecosystems,” to provide shallow
pools and flats accommodating more short-legged waterfowl like the plovers.
This is wrong. I was specifically told by Peter Bay and the ranger Mark that the hybrid provides – at least over the short term – MORE habitat to the Rail
(don’t know about the mouse but we certainly shouldn’t repeat false ‘facts’ that support the invasive ideology).
HAYWARD SHORELINE INTERPRETIVE CENTER
Children come to Hayward Shoreline Interpretive Center to learn about the estuary, the bay, tidal wetlands, climate change and sea level rise.
ORO LOMA SANITARY WASTEWATER DISTICT HORIZONTAL LEVEE
A multidisciplinary team worked on the pilot horizontal levee project at Oro Loma Sanitary District Waste Water Treatment Plant. They discussed the
constructed whole marsh profile toeing upland wetlands into existing salt marsh emphasizing ecotones or transition zones to provide multiple
environmental services and benefits. These benefits include: habitat diversity, flood control, sea level rise adaptation, sediment accretion, and effluent
waste treatment and storm water retention. Nitrogen levels and other toxic concerns have not been detected in discharges, filtered biologically through
sediment profiles mixed with woodchips and planted with a variety of native freshwater marsh plants.

Tour: Alameda County,
October 17

Scenes from the Day

On Oro Loma’s horizontal levee:
“We are creating a surrogate of the ancient
transition zone in the levee systems.”
Peter Bay, Consultant
“The system worked better than we could
have imagined.”
Mark Lindley,
Environmental Science Associates

Top / Oro Loma horizontal levee project partners in front of their treatment wetland test
cells. Bottom Left / Peggy Olofson discusses the Invasive Spartina Project. Bottom
Center /Remnants of former salt production. Bottom Right / Treatment wetland train at
Oro Loma

Key Takeaways
§ Novel ecosystems may not be what existed
before European settlement. Many factors
reflecting past, present, and future realities
should drive our designs. Considering these
realities, there are bound to be tradeoffs in
environmental outcomes.
§ The development of modes for new ecological
infrastructure (like horizontal levees) can be
used to push regulations into new and better
directions.
§ Ecosystem designs should produce multiple
environmental benefits and services paying
close attention to edges and transitions.
Caption goes here.
§ Collaboration is essential on large restoration
and constructed ecosystem projects.

Tour: Alameda County,
October 17

Santa Clara County, October 18 2017

Reports from the Field
Collaborative Research Phase – The All Bay Collective
Week 3 – October 18, 2017
Santa Clara County – San Jose, Coyote Creek, South Bay Salt Ponds & Alviso

Santa Clara County, October 18 2017
Summary
The day commenced at San Jose City Hall with a welcome from Mayor Sam Liccardo who gave insights
to the challenges facing the city such as flooding, income disparity and automobile-centric development.
The Mayor’s welcome showed enthusiasm for the Resilient By Design Bay Area Challenge and the
adoption of design opportunities.
The visit to Coyote Creek offered learnings from the February 2017 flooding event. When the upstream
reservoir started spilling there was significant flooding, including William Street Park that was flooded to a
depth of 5 ft. Santa Clara Valley Water District are planning to build at 2 ft flood wall around the edge of
the park to protect the homes, with a foundation that will allow the height to be raised.
We were fortunate to view the South Bay Salt Ponds from the Sheriff’s Boat, which gave a great view of
this large scale land use change that has delivered significant environmental and community benefits.
Local resident, Mark Espinoza led a historical walking tour of Alviso and the day culminated with a
community event at the Alviso Youth Center, which covered climate resilience for immigrant and
marginalized communities.

Santa Clara County, October 18 2017

Scenes from
the Day
“We are low income and have no voice. It isn’t our
water yet it floods our homes” Alviso resident

““Alviso is a fragile neighborhood that reflects the
diversity of the city . San Jose was built in the
age of the automobile, but how can we retrofit the
city into one that is built for people
We are very
interested in what you are imagining for our city”
Sam Liccardo, San Jose Mayor

Santa Clara County, October 19

Key Takeaways
Large scale land use change and implementation of resilient biological
systems is possible - South Bay Salt Ponds is a local example
The impacts of natural disasters can be city shaping for generations
In Alviso, the first habitable floor has to now be built 13 ft above grade
Significant change requires the coordination of multiple government and
community organizations

Caption goes here.

Tour: Silicon Valley & Resilience

Reports from the Field
Collaborative Research Phase
Week 3, October 19th 2017
Locations: Sunnyvale Pollution Plant, Palo Alto Baylands, Resilient Infrastructure Panel

Tour: Silicon Valley & Resilience
Summary
Silicon Valley and Resilience - Silicon Valley Leadership Group, Silicon Valley
Lunch panel discussion on how South Bay and Silicon Valley communities are organizing and acting in response to climate change, include on-going
advocacy efforts to reduce sprawl, manage land conservation, reduce flood risk and ensure inclusive housing.
“The biggest challenge the Bay Area Council faces: balance. Managing the balance between advocating
for climate change initiatives and environmentally responsible technologies, while managing costs and
affordability.”
Rachele Trigueros, Policy Manager, Bay Area Council

Sunnyvale Pollution Control Plant and Pond A4
We explored the City of Sunnyvale Water Pollution Control Plant and the Santa Clara Valley Water District Salt Ponds, and learned about the South San
Francisco Bay Shoreline Study and the efforts and challenges in managing the county’s bayfront while reducing flood risk, restoring some of the region's
lost wetlands, and providing related benefits such as recreation and public access.
“We do not have a grand plan for resiliency and adaptation.”
Melody Tovar, Regulatory Programs Division Manager, City of Sunnyvale

Palo Alto Baylands
We toured the Bayfront of the Palo Alto Airport and the Lucy Evans Baylands, and learned more details of the SAFER Bay Project in Palo Alto. Even with
the SFCJPA’s multi-jurisdictional approach to address flood risk and sea level rise, it is clear that there are significant challenges to a holistic and
complete approach, particularly as neighboring jurisdictions have different funding (in many instances no finding), different timescales and differing
motivations to act.
“How do you complete a sea level project if your neighbor doesn’t want to act or doesn’t have a plan?”
Len Materman, Executive Director. San Francisquito Creek Joint Powers Authority

Resilient Infrastructure Panel
Stanford Panel discussed the challenges with defining, modeling and evaluating vulnerabilities, including lack of data; inconsistent data; varying
definitions and competing priorities; scale and interdependencies – and offered insights into how the RBD effort might address vulnerabilities and
competing priorities while achieving multiple benefits.
“Many people working on resiliency issues are not experienced in commingling natural systems with structural systems.”
Dr. Katherine Kao Cushing, Professor at Dept of Environmental Studies at San Jose State University

Tour: Silicon Valley & Resilience

Scenes from
the Day

“What is Silicon Valley Doing? The challenge of global
climate change is going to be solved here. We are leading
the way with innovation. A better question is ‘What is
Silicon Valley not doing?’ We are not building housing. If we
do not solve the housing issue, we will not solve climate
change.”
Rachele Trigueros, Policy Manager, Bay Area Council

You were here

Sunnyvale Pollution Control Plant and Pond A4

Tour: Silicon Valley & Resilience

Key Takeaways
Silicon Valley and the South Bay have three key vulnerabilities: sea level rise, housing shortage and limited transit. The South Bay and Silicon
Valley include some of the lowest-lying and most exposed communities to sea level rise in the Bay Area, and at the same time are a rapidly growing
employment center without a plan for increasing housing and transit connectivity. Any effort for resiliency in the South Bay must consider these three
vulnerabilities.
South Bay Salt Ponds and Restoration Effort: California’s complex water governance and the complex ownership (yet interconnectivity and
interdependency of the Salt Ponds) inhibit a holistic approach to addressing sea-level rise, flood risk and ecological resilience in the South Bay.
Completing “resilience” in one place, only magnifies the stresses and vulnerabilities of neighboring places. Without a holistic and large-scale approach,
any resiliency efforts will be incomplete.
Interdependent Systems: Addressing resiliency at the regional scale demands that we consider and understand interdependences, avoiding design
and planning in isolation, and seek to link small scale solutions with larger initiatives and vision.

Tour: San Francisco, 1 November 2017

Reports from the Field
Collaborative Research Phase
Week 4, 17.11.01
Locations: Islais Creek, Pier 94 Wetlands, Heron’s Head Park, Bayview Hunters Point, Pier 70, Mission Creek

Tour: San Francisco, November 1
Summary
We started the morning at Islais Creek with an overview of San Francisco’s former industrial sector, targeted for the vast majority
of future development in the City. Port and city officials outlined the challenges and opportunities in this area, from affordability to
meaningful job creation to SLR to toxicity. We made a brief stop at the Pier 94 Wetlands, restored by the Port and the Audubon
Society after Loma Prieta Earthquake subsidence. 28 years later the wetland is a major stop on the Pacific Flyway – adjacent to a
sand and gravel transfer facility. Next, the YPLAN students from Malcolm X Elementary School told us what resilience and
community mean to them in the inspiring setting of the Heron’s Head Park Eco center, the first Net Zero building in San
Francisco.
Community leaders from Bayview Hunters Point and Greenaction told us about the history of their community including its
resilience, social vibrancy and its challenges - including toxic sites, health crises, displacement and segregation. Over lunch they
shared their considerable experience and wisdom on meaningful, productive community engagement.
In the afternoon we toured Pier 70 and Craneway Park, where historic structures are part of these waterfront developments,
then walked along Mission Creek with local and city experts who provided insights on urban creek restoration and amphibious
housing.
In the evening we attended a Housing and Resilience Panel Discussion at California College of the Arts, where John Rahaim
(SF Planning Director) noted that the acute regional housing shortage results from a ‘perfect storm’ - the return to cities,
incredible job growth and chronic underbuilding of housing units; San Francisco is at the epicenter of this challenge.

Tour: San Francisco, November 1

Scenes from the
Day
“It’s really easy to slow down. Plant trees,
turn off the lights and turn off the TV.”
- SOLEIL, Y PLAN STUDENT

“What water teaches me is that it’s all inclusive and
doesn’t discriminate .”
- SHERIDAN NOELANI ENOMOTO, GREENACTION

Tour: San Francisco, November 1

Key Takeaways
This is why we’re here – the people that create community.
We’re out of time, but we can’t rush – solutions have to consider as many factors as
possible, so we can continue to adapt as events unfold in their inevitably unpredictable
ways.
There are examples of success we can follow! (Heron’s Head Eco Center)

Mission Creek

Funders

